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CONDO LIVING MAGAZINE IS WHERE
YOU SHOULD ADVERTISE YOUR
CONDOS FOR SALE. HERE’S WHY:
ENGAGING
Condo Living has more content and better
content than any product in the market. And
it’s all local — owned by Calgarians, written
and produced by Calgarians — for Calgarians.
It’s all about you, the people who build condos
in Calgary and the people who live in them.
When it comes to condominium, the focus is
on lifestyle, and we’ve got it covered — from
purchase, to furnishing, to every day living.

MORE PEOPLE
We print more magazines, distribute at more
locations, and have a stronger readership than any other real estate
publication in town. In fact, with 25,000 copies printed and more
than 1,700 distribution points, we reach more than 50,000 readers
every month. And, thanks to our quality content, our magazines have
great shelf life.

THAT MATTER
100% of the people who read Condo Living are interested in condominiums. That’s why
they pick the magazine up. More than half are between the prime homebuying ages of
26-45 and, with nearly 40% earning over $75,000 per year, they’ve got the money to do so.
Looking for qualified sales prospects? They’re looking for you too — and they’re looking in
Condo Living magazine.

BEST AD VALUE
Condo Living is THE single most cost effective way to advertise your product. Just do the
math. On a cost per thousand basis we give you unbeatable ad value. And that doesn’t
even factor in seasonal and other special offers. If you’re looking for maximum results from
your marketing budget you need to put Condo Living into the mix.

CUSTOM AD CAMPAIGNS
We have an experienced magazine professional dedicated to Condo Living magazine.
They know the magazine — and the Calgary condominium market — inside and out. Putting
together an advertising package tailored to each client’s needs is their specialty. Our
entire sales staff and management group is in Calgary — one quick phone call or visit away.
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ADVERTORIAL
Get a story any time
you want. Purchase
a full page ad at
regular rate and the
2-page story is just
$1,500. We’ll even
write it for you!
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or those who want a new and well-located condo, but can’t wait
for construction times for possession, will want to take a look
at Kensington by Bucci Developments.
With construction ahead of schedule, homeowners will
take possession of their new homes this fall. Standing six-storeys tall,
Kensington is a concrete building located on the west side of 10 Street
N.W. where the old Carpenter’s Union building stood.
“This is a unique opportunity for purchasers to move in to a brand
new building without the wait — the building will be ready to move into
this fall,” said Chelsey Marshall, sales and marketing manager at Bucci.
Among residents who will be getting keys to their new homes, is
Chantelle Kolesnik, a 27-year-old photographer and videographer,
whose one-bedroom unit will be her first home.
“Bucci didn’t overshoot their possession date, and people are pleasantly surprised that it’s earlier rather than late,” said Kolesnik who was
originally set to wait until spring 2017. Instead, she’ll be just in time to
see the tall trees on Memorial Drive turn to
autumn colors from her west-facing unit, or
as she commutes to work and her favorite
spots on foot.
She was drawn to the Kensington address
for its convenient location, which allows her
to walk or bike to the boutique design company where she works.
“The biggest factor was location. Kensington is beautiful, and it’s pretty cool,” she
said, adding that the bustling pedestrian
life and river pathways have always drawn
her there to spend free time with friends.
“These are the restaurants and shops I
love to go to — it’s where I would go normally. Once I’m there, I don’t have to leave
to get anything,” she said adding Safeway,
Shoppers Drugmart and coffee shops and
boutiques are within walking distance.
The transit and pedestrian lifestyle is a
feature that has seen Kensington property values remain solid explained Marshall — as comparable inner city communities are a bit
further from the core, or involve longer treks for groceries and fewer
options for transit.
“As the city continues to grow, the attributes of this location will
become even more valuable, and more difficult to achieve elsewhere
in the core,” said Marshall, adding there’s a history and vibrancy in
Kensington that makes the location sought after.
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| A DAY IN FARMERS’ MARKETS

Art of his world

Restaurateur enjoys
freedom of condo living
STORY BY DARLENE CASTEN
PHOTOS BY AMADEO GIRON

Going
to the
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“THIS IS A UNIQUE
OPPORTUNITY
FOR PURCHASERS
TO MOVE IN TO A
BRAND NEW
BUILDING
WITHOU THE
WAIT — THE
BUILDING WILL BE
READY TO MOVE
INTO THIS FALL.”

ly,” says Travis. “I wanted to bring both the clean lines of modern Italian
design and the richness of ancient architecture to my new Tuscan-style
collection. Functionality and versatility were my top priority in designing
the collection, so Canadians can now bring European pizzazz to their
homes at an affordable price.
“My designs bring both comfort and style, and include low-maintenance
furniture, space-saving solutions, colourful accessories and sophisticated
tableware,” she says.
The line will expand to include more innovative, on-trend products including indoor furniture, tabletop, home décor, and bed and bath items
later this year.
The Debbie Travis Collection is available exclusively at Sears department stores or online at www.sears.ca
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Buyers of Bucci’s Kensington
condos happy with early posession

BY LINDSAY HOLDEN

Tuscan-Inspired
furniture collection
from Debbie Travis
only at Sears

dd a touch of Tuscany to your
backyard with the new Debbie
Travis Collection, exclusively
from Sears Canada.
It’s no secret that Canadians
retreat to their backyards to spend time outdoors with family and friends at the first hint
of spring. This is exactly why internationally
renowned Canadian interior and furniture
designer Debbie Travis has launched a new
and exclusive collection of Tuscan-inspired
home products with Sears Canada.
Now homeowners all across the country can
bring the richness of ancient architecture to
their outdoor living spaces with innovative,
on-trend, comfortable and stylish patio furniture, tableware and accessories.
“I’ve spent much of the last few years in Ita-

*File specifications required, see back cover.
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BY SHELLEY BOETTCHER

Fresh produce, baked goodies, tons of fun –
farmers’ markets bring life to the community

S
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housands of Calgarians have had a glimpse
into Peter Kinjo’s world.
They might have even met the man at one of
his four family-friendly Japanese restaurants.
He is the larger than life personality, brandishing a Samurai sword who entertains as his customers
dine on sushi and other staples like tempura and teriyaki.
At his newest Kinjo restaurant in The District, the
northeast commercial area just off Deerfoot Trail and
Country Hills Boulevard, the walls are a reflection of
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ummer’s here and everything is
blooming. You have a hankering
to enjoy all that our farmers and
local food purveyors have to offer.
Then check out some of Calgary’s myriad farmers’ markets. Each has its own
personality, its own neighbourhood and
vendors. While there are wonderful markets in almost every quadrant of the city,
as well as many of the small towns that
surround Calgary, here are a few of our
favourites.

Kinjo’s personal space, with Van Gogh prints
gracing the restaurant walls.
At his Groves of Varsity condominium, Peter
has an entire room dedicated to Van Gogh.
The second bedroom, in the two-bedroom,
1,400-square-foot corner unit has been converted
into a amini art gallery. Wall panels were installed
to showcase the 35 Van Gogh paintings he has
collected from the 18th century master, including
iconic works and lesser-known pieces.
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1/4
full page bleed
live area 7.25” x 9.75”

3.55” x
4.792”

full page

1/3V

7.25” x 9.75”

trim size 8.25” x 10.75”

2/3 page

2.33” x 4.792” x 9.75”
9.75”

1/2 page

bleed 8.75” x 11.25”

7.25” x 4.792”

ACCEPTED FILE FORMATS are EPS or InDesign.

PRODUCTION NOTES Half-, quarter-, two-thirds-,

Please ensure all images are embedded/packaged with your
artwork and fonts are converted to outlines. A low-resolution
PDF of your ad is also required to serve as our reference.

IMAGES In order to maintain quality, all images should be

one-third- or one-sixth-page ads DO NOT require bleed. Safe
zone — all live elements must be at least 0.25” from trim on all
sides. Registration marks and colour bars are NOT necessary.
Perfect alignment of text or design across the gutter of two
facing pages cannot be guaranteed.

submitted at 300 dpi at full placement size. All images should be
in CMYK mode and TIFF format. No RGB, LAB, PMS colours or
embedded colour profiles (such as ICC profiles).

Files that are not sent in the above formats will incur set-up
charges of $95/hr.

MULTI-MEDIA ADVERTISING SPECS
FORMATS ACCEPTED

For videos: .flv

For audio: .mp3 (Videos need to be under 2 minutes playing time.
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Email: advertising@sourcemediagroup.ca
Telephone: 403.532.3101 Facsimile: 403.532.3109
6109 - 6 Street SE, Calgary, Alberta T2H 1L9

Toll Free: 1.888.932.3101
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